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ABSTRACT
In job-shop scheduling a set of jobs has to be scheduled on a set of machines, where

each job needs to be processed on the machines in a given order. In the parallel machines job-shop
scheduling problem, each machine is replaced by a stage, which consists of k identical parallel
machines, and the jobs must be processed in each stage in a given order, but can choose any of the
parallel machines in each stage.

In this paper we propose a tabu search for solving the parallel machines job-shop schedul-
ing problem. Different from existing approaches, the tabu search works with solutions that are
unaware of the parallel machines, and only the evaluation procedure generates a parallel schedule.
This reduces the search space, and makes the heuristic simpler. The proposed tabu search improves
existing algorithms significantly both in running time and solution quality.

KEYWORDS. Job shop scheduling. Parallel machines. Tabu search.

Metaheurı́sticas. Otimização combinatória.
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1. Introduction
Shop scheduling models represent scheduling problems often occurring in industrial settings. They
are abstract representation of such problems so that we ignore the details, but consider the important
decisions that occur in the plant floor. In the Job-Shop Scheduling Problem (JSP) we have m
machines M1, . . . ,Mm, n jobs J1, . . . , Jn and a set of nm operations O = {O1, . . . , Onm}.

Each operation o ∈ O is associated to a job ι(o), to which it belongs, and to a machine
µ(o), where it will be executed. Each machine can process only one job at time and needs po units
of time to finish the execution of the operation o. The jobs have to be processed without preemption,
so once a machine begins to execute an operation it must finish it, and there are unlimited buffers
for operations waiting for their machine to get available. Each job can be processed by only one
machine at any instant, so no two operations of the same job can be processed at the same time.
No job recirculation is allowed, which means that each job has exactly one operation associated
with each machine. A job may not require a machine, which is modelled by an operation with
zero processing time for that particular machine. In this paper we focus on the makespan objective
function which is the time we complete the execution of the last operation.

The JSP is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem [10], and several efforts to
develop exact and heuristic solvers for the JSP were proposed in the literature. A relatively small
instance proposed by Muth and Thompson [18] with ten jobs and machines was not solved for more
than twenty years. The branch-and-bound algorithm by Carlier and Pinson [8] is the first that man-
aged to solve it optimally. Akers Jr [2] proposed a geometrical way to exactly solve the particular
case of the JSP with two machines. There are many other exact algorithms for the JSP in the lit-
erature, mostly branch-and-bound algorithms. Some well known branch-and-bound algorithms for
JSP are those by Applegate and Cook [3] and Brucker et al. [6]. More recently Gromicho et al. [15]
proposed a dynamic programming exact algorithm to solve the JSP.

Exact solvers usually can not solve JSP instance with twenty or more jobs and machines
in a timely manner, so many efforts were focused on developing heuristic solvers. Adams et al.
[1] propose a constructive heuristic for the JSP called the Shifting Bottleneck Procedure which
schedules the machines utilizing the branch-and-bound algorithm for a one-machine problem with
release and holding times developed by Carlier [7]. Balas and Vazacopoulos [5] propose a guided
local search that uses the Shifting Bottleneck Procedure, and propose a new neighbourhood for
the JSP. Gonçalves and Resende [14] extended the graphical method of Akers Jr [2] to the general
case of the JSP as an heuristic, since it no longer guarantees the optimal solution. The algorithm
uses the graphical method with a biased random-key genetic algorithm. Nowicki and Smutnicki
[19] is a seminal work which develops a Tabu search algorithm with a neighbourhood for the JSP.
The neighbourhood was later named N5. Nowicki and Smutnicki [20] improved the algorithm,
and Watson et al. [22] show that the N5 neighbourhood produces good results with other meta-
heuristics.

In order to better capture the intricacies of real applications several modifications on the
base model of JSP were proposed. The partial job-shop imposes only a partial order on the opera-
tions of a job instead of a total order. A flexible job-shop introduces the possibility that an operation
may be executed on more than one machine with different processing times depending on the cho-
sen machine. The job-shop with process planning introduces more than one possible order for the
job routing.

In this paper we address the Job-Shop Scheduling Problem with Parallel Machines (JSP-
PM) introduces k parallel identical replicas of each machine. The JSP is NP-Hard in the strong
sense Garey et al. [9] and since the JSP is a particular case of JSP-PM with k = 1, JSP-PM also
is strongly NP-Hard. Unlike the JSP the literature on JSP-PM is scarce. Rossi and Boschi [21]
provide a set of instances for the PSP-PM and propose a hybrid heuristic algorithm which combines
a genetic algorithm and an ant colony optimization technique to solve the problem. Gholami and
Sotskov [11] and Gholami and Sotskov [12] both propose similar models but the first one has an
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associated release time for each job, while the second uses a different number of replications for
each machine.

2. Formal definition of the problem

The JSP can be described in a disjunctive graph (DG) model. Let G = (V,C
·
∪D) be a graph with

vertex set V = O ∪ {0, ∗} which consists of all operations O and two artificial vertices 0 and ∗.
Vertex 0 represents the start of the processing, and vertex ∗ the end of the processing. The arc set
is C

·
∪D, partitioned into a set of conjunctive arcs C and a set of disjunctive arcs D. Conjunctive

arcs model given precedence relations between operation, disjunctive arcs model alternatives in the
processing order. We assume that the operations of job Jj are O(j−1)m+1, . . . , Ojm given in order
of their execution. Then for the JSP we have

C = {(Oo, Oo+1} | o ∈ [(j − 1)m+ 1, jm), j ∈ J}
∪ {(0, Oo) | o = (j − 1)m+ 1, j ∈ J} ∪ {(Oo, ∗) | o = jm, j ∈ J},

D = {(Oo, Op} | µ(o) = µ(p)}.

A solution to the JSP is described by a selection of disjunctive arcs S ⊆ D, such that S
contains either (Oo, Op) or (Op, Oo) for each pair of operations with µ(Oo) = µ(Op), i.e. defines
a total order on the machines, and such that the graph G′ = (V,C ∪ S) is acyclic.

The disjunctive graph model leads naturally to a mathematical formulation of the JSP,
where we introduce a binary variable xop ∈ {0, 1} for each pair of operations with µ(Oo) = µ(Op),
such that xop = 1 when operationOo precedes operation op on their common machine. Introducing
further starting times yo ∈ R for each operation o ∈ O, and an auxiliary variable Cmax ∈ R
representing the makespan, i.e. the completion time of the artificial operation ∗, we obtain the
integer linear program

minimize Cmax (1)

subject to Cmax ≥ yo + po, ∀o ∈ O, (2)

yp ≥ yo + po ∀(Oo, Op) ∈ C, (3)

yo ≥ yp + pp −Mxop ∀(Oo, Op) ∈ D, (4)

yp ≥ yo + po −M(1− xop) ∀(Oo, Op) ∈ D, (5)

xop ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(Oo, Op) ∈ D, (6)

yo, Cmax ∈ R, ∀o ∈ O. (7)

Here constraint (2) defines the maximum completion time, constraint (3) forces operations
with fixed precedences to start after their predecessor terminated, constraints (4) and (5) defines
the order of the disjunctive operations depending on the chosen order by the x variables. In this
constraint M is large constant. It can be set to M =

∑
o∈O po, for example. Finally, (6) and (7)

define the domains of the variables.

When we introduce parallel machines, µ(o) now only defines the stage on which the
operation has to be executed. In this case we have to decide additionally to which machine an
operation be assigned. For the case of k parallel machines for each of them stages, we can introduce
additional decision variables soi ∈ {0, 1} such that soi = 1 when operation Oo is executed on the
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Operation

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Job µ p µ p µ p µ p

J1 3 6 4 8 2 4 1 5
J2 2 14 4 9 1 3 3 16
J3 3 6 4 13 2 5 1 20

Table 1: Example of an instance of the JSP with three jobs and four machines.

ith parallel machine on its stage. This leads to the model

minimize Cmax (8)

subject to
∑
i∈[k]

soi = 1 ∀o ∈ O, (9)

soi + spi ≤ xop + xpo, ∀(Oo, Op) ∈ D, (10)

yp ≥ yo + po −M(3− soi − spi − xop) ∀(Oo, Op) ∈ D, (11)

soi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀o ∈ O, i ∈ [k], (12)

constraints (2),(3),(5),(6). (13)

In this model, the new constraints (9) make sure that each operation is assigned to a single
machine on its stage, and constraint (10) forces precedences among operations on the same stage,
when they have been assigned to the same machine. Note that, different from the model for the
JSP, it is possible that xop = xpo = 0 for some pairs of operations when they have been assigned to
different machines. Constraint (11) forces non-overlapping execution of operations assigned to the
same machine. Constraint (12) defines the domains of the new variables soi.

In this paper we are interested in JSP-PM instances which a fixed replication factor k.
Such an instance is obtained from an instance of the JSP as follows. Each job Jj from the instance is
replicated k times, which the same processing times and the same machine (resp. stage) order. Each
machine of the JSP is converted into a stage with k parallel machines. Note that for these instances,
a solution of the corresponding JSP leads to a solution of the JSP-PM, where the k replicated jobs
execute in parallel in the k replicated machines. Thus, the optimal solution of such a JSP-PM is
at most the optimal solution of the corresponding JSP. However, the optimal solution of the JSP-
PM can be less. Figure 1 gives an example of an instance of the JSP, such that the corresponding
JSP-PM with k = 2 has a shorter makespan, as shown in the Gantt charts in Figure 1.

3. Scheduling for the JSP-PM
We present a novel way to deduce the schedule for JSP-PM which does not include the replicated
machines explicitly in the DG representation. We use the usual DG representation of JSP ignoring
the replicated machines, but adapt the procedure that computes the schedule and makespan. Given
a complete orientation of the DG we derive the associated schedule starting the execution of each
operation as soon as all preceding operations, according to the DG, have been scheduled.

Our algorithm processes all operations in topological order, as defined by the DG. This
can be done in time O(nm). Each operation o ∈ O will be assigned to one of the k machines of
its stage µ(o) and be scheduled on this machine. The assignment and starting time depends on the
completion time of its job predecessor and on the occupation of k machines of its corresponding
stage.

During the scheduling procedure when we process operation o ∈ O all the preceding
operations of the corresponding job ι(o) have been scheduled at stages different from µ(o), and all
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Figure 1: Top: Gantt chart of the optimal solution with Cmax = 56 of an instance of the JSP with three
jobs and four machines. Bottom: Gantt char of the optimal solution with Cmax = 54 of the corresponding
instance with k = 2 parallel machines and the double number of jobs. The replicated jobs have the same
color, but are hatched. The optimal makespan of the parallel instance is less than the optimal makespan of
the base instance.

the preceding operations at the same stage µ(o) have being scheduled at one of the k machines of
stage µ(o). Given an operation o and its job predecessor p, we call the completion time of operation
p in the current partial schedule the job head hJ(o) of operation o. We call the completion time
of the last operation scheduled at the ith machine at stage µ(o) the ith machine head hiM (o) of
operation o.

To schedule operation o, we check if there exists a machine i such that hJ(o) ≥ hiM (o).
If this is the case, we can schedule operation o at time hJ(o) without delay. Among all non-delay
machines i which satisfy hJ(o) ≥ hiM (o) we assign the operation to the one of largest machine
head hiM (o). In this way operation o will start as soon as its job predecessor finishes at the machine
with the highest current completion time. If no machine satisfies hJ(o) ≥ hiM (o) the set of non-
delay machines is empty and we choose the machine i with the lowest machine head and schedule
the operation at time hiM (o). In this case the schedule will have idle time between operation o and
its job predecessor and will start as soon as any of the available machines at its stage is free.

This procedure generates only non-delay schedules, but does not guarantee to generate
active schedules. It is possible to generate any non-delay schedule with this procedure with the
proper ordering of the DG and at least one of the optimal schedules is a non-delay schedule. There-
fore it is always possible to represent at least one optimal solution for any instance of JSP-PM in
this way.

4. Tabu Search for the Parallel Machines Job-Shop Scheduling Problem
Tabu search is meta-heuristic combining local search with a short-term memory proposed by Glover
[13]. Starting from an initial solution it repeatedly passes to the best neighboring solution. If a local
optimum is reached, this neighbor will be worse. To avoid returning immediately to the local
optimum, attributes of previously visited solutions are stored in a so-called tabu list and declared
tabu for a number of iterations, the tabu tenure. The modified local search is allowed to accept only
non-tabu neighbors. In this way cycling is avoided. To not to miss good solutions often the tabu
rules allow exceptions defined by aspiration criteria. A common aspiration criterion is to allow
accepting tabu neighbors if they improve the incumbent, i.e. the current best solution.
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Figure 2: Example of a backward shift.

We propose a Tabu search for JSP-PM. In the following subsections we explain the neigh-
borhood structure and the details of the search, including the generation of an initial solution, the
tabu list, and the elite set, an intensification mechanism we use.

4.1. Neighbourhood
Let So and Co be the starting and completion time, respectively, of operation o in a schedule.
Given a non-delay schedule there exists at least one permutation of a subset of the operations
{o1, o2, ..., ox} such that o1 starts at time 0, ox finishes at the makespan of the schedule, and
Coi = Soi+1 for all i ∈ [1, x). Such a sequence of operations is called a critical path. Any two
adjacent operations (oi, oi+1) in a critical path are either executed on the same machine or belong to
the same job. Moreover, in the usual DG representation for the JSP they are also directly connected
by a conjunctive or disjunctive arc. With our scheduling scheme this is necessarily true only if they
belong to the same job, otherwise oi may be any of the preceding operations of oi+1 in the DG that
share the same machine.

The neighbourhood we propose depends on a critical path. It consists of all the states
generated by a backward shift of two adjacent operations in the critical path that share the same
machine. The second operation is moved right before the first one in the DG. An example of a
backward shift is shown in Figure 2. The rightmost orange operation is moved right before the
leftmost one. To achieve this the black arcs remain the same, the dashed arcs are removed, and
the red arcs are inserted. This may generate invalid states because the resulting DG may contain
a cycle. In such cases we attribute makespan∞ to the solution since it does not represent a valid
schedule.

4.2. Tabu Search
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the proposed tabu search. The algorithm is deterministic
and has six parameters (I , ∆, L, T , C and R) which will be explained below.

The Insa procedure generates the initial solution. It is a constructive heuristic which
inserts one operation at a time in the schedule. It start by inserting all operations of the job with
the largest total processing time. Thus, the resulting partial schedule of each machine contains
the single corresponding operation of this job. The remaining operations are processing in order
of non-increasing processing times. Each operation is inserted into the current partial schedule
of its corresponding machine, such that the length of the longest path passing through the current
operation is minimal.

The neighbourhood search procedure NSP evaluates and selects one of the neighbours at
each iteration. The tabu list contains pair of operations, which cannot be shifted. Each time a move
is performed, the inverse operation is added to the tabu list with a tabu tenure of T . The NSP tests
all neighbours of the current solution and chooses the next solution with the following priority:

a) The best non-tabu move that improves the best solution found so far.

b) The best tabu move that improves the best solution found so far.

c) The best non-tabu move.

d) The oldest tabu move.
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Algorithm 1 Tabu Search
Input: parameters Imax, ∆, L, T , C, and R.
S∗ = Insa()
I = Imax

add S∗ to elite set E
while E 6= ∅ do

get the next solution S from E
i = 0
Jump = false
while Jump is false do

i = i+ 1
S = NSP(S)
if Cmax(S) < Cmax(S∗) then

I = Imax; i = 0
update the incumbent S∗

insert S∗ into the elite list E
end if
if Cycle(C,R) or i > I then

I = I −∆
Jump = true

end if
end while

end while
Return S∗

If we select the oldest tabu move, the algorithm artificially forwards the number of itera-
tions performed in the tabu list until a move is available.

For intensification the tabu search uses an elite list as a long-term memory. The elite list
contains the L best solutions found during the search. For each solution in the elite list, we maintain
a list of neighbors that have been examined already. Each time a new best solution is found it is
inserted into the elite list E along with the associated tabu list and the neighbours that were not
chosen by the NSP. If the list already contains L solutions, the oldest element of the list, namely the
solution, candidate and tabu list, is discarded.

The tabu search starts at the best neighbor of the initial solution. It runs with a budget of a
most I iterations, which is renewed whenever the incumbent improves. Otherwise after I iterations
or when a cycle has been detected, the current solution is abandoned, and the tabu search continues
from the next solution from the elite list. If the elite list is empty, the search stops. The budget I is
initially Imax and is reduced by ∆ whenever a solution is abandoned. If the incumbent improves,
the budget is reset to Imax.

In order to avoid cycling, the search includes a simple cycle detector with parameters C
and R. If the makespan of the last C solutions is repeated R times then the search also abandons
the current solution and continues from the next solution in the elite list.

5. Computational results
In this section we report experimental results with the proposed tabu search and compare them to
results from the literature. We have implemented the proposed tabu search in C++. It has been
compiled with the GNU g++ version 5.3.1. All experiments have been done on a PC with an 8-core
AMD FX-8150 processor and 32 GB of main memory. In the experiments only one core has been
used. The tabu search has been evaluated on a set of 30 instances derived from a set of 15 instances
for the JSP proposed by Lawrence [16]. The number of jobs n and the number of machines m
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Table 2: Characteristics of the instances used in the computational experiments.

Inst. n m Inst. n m Inst. n m

la01 10 5 la06 15 5 la11 20 5
la02 10 5 la07 15 5 la12 20 5
la03 10 5 la08 15 5 la13 20 5
la04 10 5 la09 15 5 la14 20 5
la05 10 5 la10 15 5 la15 20 5

Table 3: Parameter setting used in the experimental tests.

Maximum number of iterations without improvement I 2500
Reduction of the number of iterations after backtracking ∆ 400
Size of the elite list L 5
Number of makespans to test for cycle C 100
Number of repeats to configure a cycle R 2
Tabu tenure T 8

of these instances are shown in Table 2. The 30 instances for the JSP-PM have been obtained by
introducing k = 2 and k = 3 parallel machines, and replicating each job by the same amount in
each of the 15 instances.

The chosen parameter settings for the tabu search can be seen in Table 3. The maximum
number of iterations without improving I , the reduction of the number of iterations after backtrack-
ing ∆, the size of the elite list L, as well as the two parameters C and R associated with the cycle
detector have been fixed after some preliminary tests. The tabu tenure T has been calibrated by
an iterative F-Race [4]. We have used the R package irace [17]. An iterative F-Race samples the
parameter space, runs the algorithm with different parameter settings, and identifies the best per-
forming parameter settings by a non-parametric Friedman test with post hoc tests. For the racing
we have chosen the six instances, la06 and la07 with one machine (k = 1), la01 and la11 with two
parallel machine (k = 2), and la02 and la12 with three parallel machines (k = 3) and a budget
of 3000 evaluations. The initial parameter range for the tabu tenure has been fixed at [4, 15]. The
racing found the optimal value T = 8. This value has been used in the tests below.

In the literature there are no better solutions for the parallel instances than the best known
values for JSP, therefore the best known values reported are the best known values for the corre-
sponding JSP instances, which are proven to be optimal solutions for the case without replicated
machines.

In Table 4 we see the results of the experiments. The table reports for each of the instances
the number of replicated machines k, the best known value (“BKV”), the best makespanCmax found
and the total computation time in seconds (t(s)) for the Hybrid Genetic algorithm and Ant Colony
optimization proposed by Rossi and Boschi [21] (HGA) and the proposed Tabu search (Tabu). For
clarity we do not replicate the BKV for k = 3, since it is always the same as k = 2.

Rossi and Boschi [21] have conducted their experiments on a PC with an AMD Athlon
2800 processor. Based on scores from the PassMark benchmark, a conservative estimate is that our
computing environment is about a factor of 2.5 faster. We have adjusted the running time reported
by Rossi and Boschi [21] accordingly to make them comparable to our running times.

Additionally, Table 5 reports the average relative deviations in percent (“Dev.”) and the
average running times in seconds over all instances, and the instances with k = 2 and k = 3
replicated machines separately. This table is an indicative of the scalability of both algorithms
regarding the number of parallel machines.
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Table 4: Comparison of the performance of the Tabu search and HGA.

HGA Tabu search

Name k BKV Cmax t(s) Cmax t(s)

la01 2 666 666 73.20 666 0.52
3 677 144.40 669 1.29

la02 2 655 688 88.40 665 0.60
3 712 145.20 658 2.68

la03 2 597 626 116.00 606 1.09
3 673 99.20 630 1.15

la04 2 590 611 124.80 598 0.95
3 629 241.20 597 1.97

la05 2 593 593 0.00 593 0.39
3 593 77.20 593 0.64

la06 2 926 926 0.00 926 0.99
3 936 169.60 926 2.00

la07 2 890 894 44.00 890 1.84
3 922 480.80 890 5.24

la08 2 863 863 5.20 863 1.16
3 871 182.40 864 1.48

la09 2 951 951 0.00 951 1.06
3 952 243.60 953 2.36

la10 2 958 958 0.00 958 0.96
3 958 177.20 958 1.77

la11 2 1222 1222 0.80 1222 4.20
3 1239 887.60 1222 7.30

la12 2 1039 1039 0.80 1039 2.01
3 1049 990.80 1039 4.41

la13 2 1150 1150 0.00 1150 2.76
3 1163 924.40 1150 6.41

la14 2 1292 1292 0.00 1292 2.14
3 1292 170.80 1292 4.54

la15 2 1207 1246 144.00 1207 8.35
3 1283 812.80 1222 22.35

6. Conclusions
The tabu search clearly outperforms HGA in both time and quality of the found solutions. From
the 30 proposed instances the Tabu search achieved the same result or better than HGA in 29, being
surpassed only in instance la09 with 3 machine replications by one time unit. We obtained strictly
better results than the HGA in 16 instances, 11 of them for the instances with k = 3 replicated
machines.

The execution time of the tabu search is considerably lower than that of the HGA in most
of the instances. In average the tabu search is more than a factor 10 faster for the instances with
k = 2 replicated machines, and more than 80 times faster for the instances with k = 3 replicated
machines. The better scalability in relation to the number of replicated machines of the tabu search
is probably due to the strategy of not changing the DG representation with the number of replicated
machines, which maintains the search space size for the tabu search independent of the number of
replicated machines k.

We were able to show that the proposed tabu search can generate good results in a timely
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Table 5: Average deviations from Bkv and average execution times.

HGA Tabu

k Dev. (%) t(s) Dev. (%) t(s)

All 2.08 211.48 0.45 3.15
2 1.14 39.81 0.29 1.93
3 3.01 383.15 0.61 4.37

manner combining a representation that ignores the replicated machines with a greedy strategy to
schedule such machines. The main contribution of this work is the scheduling strategy for the
replicated machines, combined with the new neighbourhood that uses an adapted critical path. The
results generated by the proposed tabu search are good, both in time and quality of the generated
solutions. We emphasize the scalability of the heuristic with an increasing number of parallel
machines, as shown in Table 5. The average relative deviation from the best known solutions and
the processing times for the instances with three replicated machines is about the double of that of
the instances with two replicated machines.

Future work can focus on larger instances both in the number of jobs, distinct machines
and replicated machines, since the base JSP instances for the proposed instance set are small. More-
over, since the jobs are replicated in the instance set, they have a symmetry that is not explicitly
exploited by the algorithm. One may study both the efficacy of the algorithm in instances without
such a symmetry as well as identify and exploit such symmetries explicitly when they arise. The
literature is also rich with works that combine the routing flexibility of the jobs with the parallel
machines flexibility. It seems probable that an approach similar to this one will work well for such
problems.
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